Technical Bulletin 2/06
VENTILATION - APPROVED DOCUMENT F

The ins and outs of ventilation
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In April 2006, Approved Document F of the build-

summer and is considered further in approved docu-

ing regulations for England and Wales changed.

ment L. Note: Purge ventilation was called ‘rapid’ ventilation in the previous approved document F.

The main changes (for windows) are:
1. A mainly performance based approach has been

In dwellings it is common to use intermittent extract

adopted to suggest to specifiers what level of ventila-

fans for extract ventilation, trickle ventilators for

tion should be sufficient, rather than how it should be

whole building ventilation and windows for purge ven-

achieved.

tilation.

2. Ventilator areas are now described in terms of
equivalent area, instead of free area, and relate to the

Replacement windows

rate at which the air flows through the product rather

Replacement windows should have trickle ventilators

than the physical size of the opening.

or provide equivalent background ventilation, unless

3. Replacement windows should be fitted with trickle

the room is ventilated adequately by other installed

ventilators, or an equivalent background ventilation

ventilation provisions.

opening should be provided to the same room.
In all cases, the ventilation opening should not be
However, there is no obligation to adopt any particular

smaller than was originally provided and should be

solution if you prefer to meet the relevant requirement

controllable. A window with a night latch position is

in some other way, provided it can be demonstrated to

not normally recommended as an alternative because

building control that it meets the appropriate perform-

of the difficulty of measuring the equivalent area, the

ance standards.

greater likelihood of draughts and the potential
increased security risks. Nevertheless a window with

The regulations do not apply to a building or space

a night latch may be appropriate in situations where a

within a building:

trickle vent is unsuitable (e.g. some types of vertical

a) into which people do not normally go; or

sliding sash or very small windows).

b) which is solely used for storage or;
c) which is a garage used solely in connection with a

Where there was no ventilation opening, or where the

single dwelling.

size of the original ventilation opening is not known,
the table below shows the minimum equivalent area

Ventilation methods adopted in document F are:
• Extract ventilation from ‘wet’ rooms such as
kitchens, utility rooms and bathrooms
• Whole building ventilation to provide fresh air to
buildings and disperse vapour and pollutants not dealt
with by extract ventilation.
• Purge ventilation is intermittent and controllable to
aid removal of high concentrations of vapour and pollutants such as paint odours or smoke from burnt

sizes that should be used for each room.
Dwellings

Equivalent area (mm2)

Habitable Rooms

5000

Kitchen

2500

Utility Room

2500

Bathroom (with or without WC)

2500

Buildings other than dwellings

Equivalent area (mm2)

Occupiable room up to 10m2

2500

Occupiable room over 10m2

250 per m2

Kitchens (domestic type)

2500

food. Purge ventilation may also be used to control

Bathrooms & shower rooms

2500 per bath/shower

thermal comfort and/or over-heating of buildings in

Sanitary accommodation

2500 per WC
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In all dwellings, extract ventilation is recommended

Equivalent area has been introduced instead of free

for ‘wet’ rooms to regulate the humidity of the air and

area as a better measure of airflow performance of a

minimise the risk of condensation and mould growth.

ventilator. Free area is simply the physical size of the

Extract ventilation rates for different rooms can be

aperture of the ventilator but may not accurately

found in Approved Document F.

reflect the airflow performance which the ventilator
will achieve. The more complicated and/or contorted

Until 1 October 2006 it will be sufficient if replace-

the air flow passages in a ventilator, the less air will

ment windows comply with the guidance in Table 1 or

flow through it. So, two different ventilators with the

Table 2 of Approved Document F 1995. Also, until 1

same free area will not necessarily have the same air

October 2006, replacement windows need only have

flow performance.

trickle ventilators, or equivalent ventilation, where
Trickle ventilators should be clearly marked (stamped

the original windows had them.

or embossed) with their equivalent area, measured
according to BS EN13141-1, in a readily visible locaTrickle ventilators

tion. However, some manufacturers will not have

Manually controlled trickle ventilators (the most

developed marking systems for their products by 6

common type of background ventilators) can be locat-

April 2006. Therefore, until 1 October 2006 it would

ed over the window frames, through window frames,

be reasonable for building control to adopt a flexible

just above the glass or directly through

approach where unmarked products are used.

the wall.

Trickle ventilators should be located so as to avoid

These ventilators often incorporate a simple flap

draughts and to maximise the airflow through the

to allow users to shut off the ventilation depending

dwelling by encouraging cross ventilation. If possible,

upon weather conditions. However, trickle ventilators

it is best to locate similar equivalent areas of back-

are normally left open in occupied rooms in dwellings.

ground ventilators on opposite (or adjacent) sides
of the dwelling.

Trickle Ventilator Examples

Through frame with
a 15mm packer for
plaster lines

Sleeved through frame
with a 20mm packer for
plaster lines

Over frame through a
25mm Overhead Ventilator

Over frame through a
50mm packer

Over frame through a
50mm Overhead Ventilator
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Purge ventilation
Purge ventilation is required in each habitable room
and should be capable of extracting a minimum of four
air changes per hour (ach) per room to outside. The
table below can also be used for guidance.
Opening type

Combined opening Size

Windows opening > 30

1/20th floor area

Windows opening < 30

1/10th floor area

External Doors (inc sliding)

1/20th floor area

New build dwellings
For multi-storey dwellings, with more than one exposed
facade, or single storey dwellings more than four
storeys above ground level, the total equivalent background ventilation area for the dwelling is given in the
table below.
Total Floor
Area (m2)
< 50

1
25000

Number of bedrooms
2
3
4
35000 45000

50 - 60

25000

30000

40000

60 - 70

30000

30000

35000

70 - 80

35000

35000

35000

80 - 90

40000

40000

40000

90 - 100

45000

45000

45000

> 100

45000

5

55000

Add 5000 for ever additional 10m2 floor area

For single storey dwellings, up to four storeys above
ground level, take the total equivalent area for the
dwelling from the table and add 5000mm2.
For new build projects it is essential to consult any
architects or building control officers involved in the
project as any passive stack ventilators (PSV), heat
recovery ventilators or open flued appliances may contribute to the ventilation area. For example, the total
equivalent background area described above can be
reduced by 2500mm2 for each PSV unit installed in the
dwelling or each room containing a single heat recovery ventilator. Also, through the wall trickle ventilators
may be being installed in the dwellings and this may
reduce the requirement for window trickle ventilators.
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